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 The Luff Award Committee evaluated six nominees for the 2009 Luff Award for 
Distinguished Philatelic Research, and selected Kees Adema as the proposed recipient. 
 
 Kees Adema’s outstanding exhibits reflect the keen research he undertakes and then 
shares with his fellow philatelists. However, his astute research efforts are even more extensively 
revealed in his writings. He has authored over two dozen articles on various aspects of 
Netherlands philately including a recent article in the London Philatelist based on his 
presentation at the Royal Philatelic Society London. 
 
 He has authored more than eight articles in the Collectors Club Philatelist on such 
diverse topics as the world’s first postage dues, postal pigeons, French Fieldpost during invasion 
of Holland, Thurn and Taxis (the Netherlands/Italy route), and several on mail in connection 
with Napoleon’s Grande Armée and Second Grande Armée. All of these writings reveal 
extensive research by the author. Several have been translated and published in Dutch, French, 
and German periodicals. 
 
 Kees Adema has also written original research articles that have appeared in the Journal 
of the American Society for Netherlands Philately, Nederland Onder de Loep, and Notities 
among others. The Philatelic Foundation produced a DVD titled “Holland’s Wars and Struggles 
1568-1815,” showing original letters and documents from his collection, and placed in historical 
context. The video is used as an educational tool in the United States and Europe. 
 
 In 2002 Kees Adema published the book The First Postage Dues: Holland’s 3s Markings 
1667-1811. He has identified 31 different types of “3 stuiver” markings, many previously 
unrecorded. He created a new cataloguing system that has now been adopted by other 
handbooks, periodicals, and auction houses—known as the “Adema Identification Method.” 
 
 He developed a system to differentiate between forgeries and authentic postage due 
markings from the 17th to the early 19th century using transparencies with impressions from 
untainted archival sources pre-dating 1930. This date is important since the major forger of these 
markings started after that date, and only those items that have a solid history that definitely 
predates 1930 are “safe.” 
 
 Kees Adema has published a number of articles that involved original research and 
philatelic discoveries, such as two different “Armee du Roy” Fieldpost stamps on letters from 
1747, whose use in Holland was until recently unrecorded. He has completed the first volume of 
a planned 3-volume treatise on Dutch Mail in Times of Turmoil 1568-1839.  
 
 In addition to being past president of the American Society for Netherlands Philately 
(1997-2006) and a current Governor of the Collectors Club of New York as well as a member of 
the club’s editorial board, Adema is a member of the Nederlandse Academie voor Filatelie and 
the Académie Européenne de Philatélie. 
 



 His exhibit “Early Postal Markings of the Netherlands” won a national grand award, five 
FIP large golds along with special prizes and in one case felicitations of the jury for research, and 
was shown in the FIP Championship Class. It also received the “Golden Posthorn” award – 
recognizing outstanding research – at the specialized postal history competition in Sindelfingen, 
Germany in 2000. Another exhibit, “Dutch Mail in Times of Turmoil 1568-1839” won a large 
gold and felicitations of the jury for research. The exhibit has been expanded and received two 
more large golds and the Grand Prix in the Master Class at Naposta 2005. 
 
 Kees Adema’s postal history research achievements have been recognized with several 
honors including: 
 

• Prof. Dr. Carlrichard Brühl Medaille for research (Germany 2003) 
• Professor van der Willigen award for research (Netherlands 2003) 
• Foundation Friends of the Amsterdam Municipal Archive—title of 

Guardian of the Treasure for his “research in publications related to pre-
postal history and his merits in publicizing the archives and collections of 
the Amsterdam Municipal Archive” (Netherlands 2003) 

• Edwin Koenig Award presented once every five years to the author of a 
philatelic publication with the most original research (Netherlands 2006) 

• American Society for Netherlands Philately de Kruyf award for lifetime 
services in Dutch philately (USA 2008) 

 
 In view of Kees Adema’s remarkable record in the field of postal history research, he is 
recommended for the Luff Award for Distinguished Philatelic Research.  


